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PLASMA EDGE EFFECTS WITH IeRF IN ASDEX 
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IntroductIon; The boundary plasma plays a major role in the understanding 
of the multIple aspects of an Rf heated plasma: the coupling of RF waves , 
the impurity content of the plasma , or even its overall confinement 
proper ties. The difficulty to measure the boundary plasma especially with 
RF is compounded by the fact that machine specific aspeots have a much 
larger impact on the plasma boundary t han at the plasma center. Systematic 
tendencies are however recognized. In the following we give an overview of 
plasma boundary data (ne ,Te electriC fields In the scrape off layer) and 
report on Fe flux measurements in the nlvertor and on evidence of a local 
impurity production mechanism. We then propose an explanation for the 
enhanced impurity content of the plasma during ICRF, which is also 
conSistent with earlier measurements / 1 , 2 , 3/ . 

Boundary density evolution: In standard ICRH discharges the density 
evolution , meas'.lred with the Li beam diagnostic /4/ is as follows: 
As the separatrix is moved outwards , due to Bp effects, the density at a 
fl xed radial position increases (fig. la). Normalised to the posi tion of 
the separatrix , however , the dens1ty there is constant (Fig . lb) wIth at 
low plasma current a small increase of the gradient length (Fig . le). The 
denSity at the antenna limiter stays constant. This results in a 
steepen i ng of the density gradient close to the antenna. 

Edge temperature evolution: In the last experimental period the Langmuir 
probes in the main chamber were disturhed by the ICRF aOl:I the edge laser 
scattering system did not cover in the C33e of ICRF the separatrix region 
(the plasm~ is shifted outward for a good antenna coupling) . There is, 
however , substantial experience (incl . nUmerical ::;lmulat.lon) from ohmic 
and neutral injection heated discharges with an unsh i fted plasm:3- wller'e all 
rtiagnostics are working. Taking the d1 ~'ertor' data (dens1 ty , 
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l ine intenslties and the abso lute X-ray signal~ can be converted I nto 
absolute Fe fluxes (F ig . 3a). I n the case of NBI, the meaS:.lred rluXp..'i t ., 
the <11 vertor, as '-'IeIt as the fluxes calcula ted by the cOOP. are. i n 8000) 
agreement with t hose calculated 19 , 101 from ex spl1ttering using r:1ata 
fr om t he neutral particle diagnosti cs . In the case of I CR H, howeve r, t hp 
fluxes calcu!ate<'i from the F'e XVI intensity are much higher than those 
measw"ed by the divertor probe or calculated from ex s puttering . One h<:l.'l 
ei ther to assume that the Fe fl'.JX meas uI' ement8 in the divertor were not. 
representative of the fluxp.s in the main chamber or that the scrape off 
transport mode l in the code is i ncompl ete in the ca3p. of I CRF hea t ing . 
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Evidence of local impurity production: There are several indications for 
localised-impurity sources in the main chamber during ICRH. The 
development of the re XVI line intensity over a dozen of shots after 
wall carbonisation is shown in Fig. ~. The values for OH and I CRH were 
normalized at shot 18782 . The faster shot to shot increase during ICRH. 
relative to the OH part of the pUl~e can only be explained by a strong 
local erosion due to the RF. Surface analysis of the carbon protection 
limiters of the antenna indi~ate the presence of a local Fe source 111/ . 
A similar conclusion was reached by the JFT-2M group 1121 , when they 
protected the antenna neighbourhood wi th graphite . The divertor probe 
could underestimate the amount of re originating from ~uch local spots 
because much may be locally redeposited. 

Discussion: In view of the now accumul ated data we can propose an 
hypothesi s for the increased impurity content in the plasma during IeRH . 
Earlier explanations. based mainly on the anticorrelation of wave 
absorption and the impurity content in the plasma 11 , 2 , 1 have emphasized 
increased impurity production with, however , the mechanism sti l l to be 
identified. More recently , in view of the re measurements in the 
divertor , an increased penetration of neutrals through the scrape-off 
layer was put forward as an hypothesis/13/ . Model calculations , however , 
show that this would require a major reduction of the boundary tempera
tUre which was not substantiated in normal discharges . 
Consistent with earlier measurements and with both the measured Fe flux 
in the divertor , and the boundary parameters during Rr, the higher 
impuri ty concentrations can be rel at ed to two ef fects: 1) a changed 
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temperature, CIII, bolometer etc . ) and the matn chamber edge density 
during ICRH. it is Quite obvious that the power input into the divertor 
and hence the midplane temperature are substant1ally increased" In normal 
ICRH discharges. This Is in agreement with observations on JET and 
TEXTOA . Rr theory 151 also predicts that a few per cent or the power can 
be deposited in the boundary through 00111s10na1 absorption on the 
electrons (the mechanism being that the electrons take up energy with 
their E x B drift and thermal1ze it if vei » vICRH. cold electrons 
with large Vet are preferentially heated). Close to the separatrlx this 
Is a small fraction compared to the large power outflux from the main 
plasma. I t can , however. strongly influence the temperature and 
potential in the low energy scrape off layer wing . 

rig . la: Density evolution a t the bound-ry 
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~loating potential measurement In the dlvertor : In fact , a substantial 
influence is observed e .g. in the f l oatIng potential in the divertor 
/6/ . During ICRH, a strong negative peak Is observed in the outer 
scrape-off layer wing just inside the l ast flux surface entering the 
divertor (which is also the surface directly in front of the antenna). 
This may be connected with the spurious edge heating mentioned above . 
The detailed s tructur e of the floating potential profile depends on the 
heating scenario (OH, 2wc' minority , addition of NI) and on the 
position of the resonance layer . There are indications that there is a 
correlation between enhanced impurity content of the plasma and the 
observed radial potential pattern: ~lgures 2 a,b,C show how this profile 
changes as one goes from a case (a) resulting in a large to a case (c) 
resulting In a much reduced impurity content of the plasma . Note the 
appearance of an intermediate region with a radially inward electric 
field. Those radial e l ectric fields will a ffe ct the transport in the 
scrape off layer , the exact mechanism, howe ver , remains unclear . 

Mea~urements of fe fluxes: A divertor collector probe was used to 
measure the ~e fluxes in front of the divertor target plate 17/ . 
Assuming toroldal and poloidal symmetry, those rluxe~ c~n be related to 
the F'e fluxp.:i originating from the maln chamber walls (Fig . 3a). 
Spectroscopic measurement . .:; of the Fe XVI line intensity , as a function 
of power , are shown in ~lg. 3b . Using an imput'ity transport code 18/ , 
which neglect electr'ic flelds in the scrape-off, the ilbsolute Fe XVI[ 
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t.r'ansport 1n the SOL , because of radi,ll elec t,. i.:: fiel ds at the edge . 
originating from a changed plasm~ potential. and 2) Cl strongly 
10ca11sed Fe source tiue to strong elect,.i.:: fields in the vicinity o f the 
antenna . The anticorrelatlon betwe~n absorption and impur ity production. 
seen for example in Bt :'leans / 21 and in the beneficial effect of NI .::an 
be explained as follows. 8ad absorption wO'..llti result In a atrong local 
standing wave near the antenn a 15/ , which inCl"'ea~\F~5 tllp. impurity 
p:"oductlon directly in this regi on , rmd In large r' RF' fields a t the 
plasm3- edge / 111 1 , wtli ch , through acceler'at ion of part! cles there, coul,:I 
change the plasma potenttOil 3.nd thus the transpor"t in t he scrape off . In 
addItion t o chang ing the wave absorptiun , NI may ::&ll'Jo clHmge the 
elp.ctric fields at tl1p. edge directly by the induCl'ld plasma rotation . 
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Summary : The p.volution of ne and Te at thp. plasma boundary during the 
RF , together wi th measurements of the floating potentlal 1n the di ver
tor , and the analysis of Fe collector probes 1n the divertor and of the 
antenna limlter indicate that the enhanced impurity concentraUon in a 
ICRF heated plasma is due to a combinat ion of changed transport in t he 
scrape-off layer bp.cause of electric fields, and an increased local pr o
duc t ion of impurities , relat p.d to l arge electric fields in the direct 
an t enna neighbourhood . 
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